Get SMART

by Dana Donatucci

Dana Donatucci has directed the University of Minnesota Recycling Program in the twin cities' campuses of St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minnesota since 1988.

A pilot project confirms that convenience is a key factor in boosting capture rates.

One "smart" way to increase the collection of recyclable materials is to make the process no more difficult than disposing of the items as waste. A level playing field in terms of convenience is important because we are all lazy at one time or another. At the University of Minnesota, removing desk-side containers for trash and centralizing trash and recyclables collection was found to have a tremendous effect in boosting material recovery.

Through voluntary participation in its recycling programs, the University of Minnesota has a current overall recovery rate of 30 percent of its solid waste (2,700 tons per year). However, the university has the potential to recover more than 60 percent of its waste.

To achieve that goal, a complete change in the way waste is handled, from dock to desk, had to occur. By implementing the SMART system, or Self Managed Activities for Recyclables and Trash, the way waste is handled changed dramatically. Because custodians no longer provide desk-side trash service, employees must deposit their own trash and recyclables into centralized containers within their work area.

The new system puts waste management responsibility directly with the individual who generates it. Meanwhile, the capture rate for recyclable materials in the monitored buildings increased, from 60 percent in the old system to 90 percent with the SMART system.

The concept

As in most institutional recycling collection programs, the university's program was an afterthought to the existing trash disposal system. Trash and recyclables were handled separately. Custodians provided desk-side trash removal for all employees. Employees had to remove recyclables to centrally located recycling containers.

This type of system favors materials being disposed as trash, because the trash disposal system was much more convenient for the individual. Therefore, it became necessary to make trash disposal and recycling equal in terms of convenience.

In an institutional setting, two methods can be implemented to achieve this balance. One method requires employees to separate recyclables into the designated categories at their work stations, and custodians would collect both the trash and the source-separated recyclables at each employee's desk or work station. A second method requires employees to take both their trash and recyclables to centrally located trash bins and recycling containers, and custodians collect the materials at these central locations only.

The advantage of the first method is that it is more convenient for employees; however, space limitations for containers at individual work stations make this option difficult to implement. The advantage of the second method is that it reduces custodial time to manage waste.

This second method is the basis of the SMART system. Individuals are responsible for the trash and the recyclables they generate. Because desk-side trash removal by custodians is no longer provided, individual employees must take their waste materials to four conveniently located containers within their work areas. Custodians empty trash containers daily and recycling containers as needed. Thus both trash disposal and recycling are integrated into the same waste management system.

The system

The SMART system consists of four 23-gallon, color-coded containers for the collection of trash and recyclables within campus buildings. There are four labeled containers, one for trash and three for collecting office paper, newspapers and commingled bottles and cans. These categories were based on the university's waste stream composition and local markets for recyclables.

Although four containers are not re-
Tested first as an outdoor system, the SMART program showed that people would deposit their recyclables in the appropriate container when the option was as convenient as disposing of trash.

required for this concept to work, we believe that four is the maximum number that can be implemented because of space limitations within office areas. Cardboard boxes are also collected but not in a container. Cardboard boxes are placed next to the containers by the generator for removal by custodians.

The pilot studies
The SMART system concept was initially developed and tested as an outdoor system. The university had converted to new architecturally compatible outdoor waste containers. Because of the cost and aesthetics, multiple containers were not an option. Therefore, it was decided to convert these containers to accommodate both trash and recyclables by changing the existing lid from one hole for waste to one hole for waste and two holes for recyclables. When pedestrians on campus find a waste receptacle, they are offered equally convenient choices for recyclables and trash.

Analysis showed that when people took their trash to a receptacle that offered them equally convenient choices for recyclables or trash, 95 percent of the recyclable ma-
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**LOGEMANN MULTI-USE AT-SERIES BALER**

The baler that does it all!

At Lynn's Waste Paper Company in West Bend, Wisconsin, A Logemann Model 245-A1-AT Baler is the heart of the processing system that produces tons of neatly baled materials for shipment to recyclers. Day after day, after month, this automated multi-use baler accepts everything fed into its spacious hopper—multiple grades of paper, corrugated, fiber and beverage containers.

The AT Series Baler is designed to handle all of the above listed materials—and much more! There is a "just right size" model to satisfy every conceivable recycling application. Now, more than ever, yard owners are looking to Logemann to help design practical systems that will serve through the 90's and beyond. It's just smart business to stay with the design leader—and equipment backed by a full 12 month warranty as well as fully qualified support group.

Contact us before you buy any new baler!
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**LOGEMANN BROTHERS COMPANY**

3150 West Burleigh St. Milwaukee, WI 53210-1999
Phone: Sales 414-445-3005
Telex: TWX 910-262-3381 Fax 414-445-1460

MODERN CUSTOMIZED BANDING SYSTEMS
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Table 1 — Humphrey Center recovery rates by material before and after pilot project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Percent recovered Before</th>
<th>Percent recovered After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Office paper</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspaper</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottles/cans</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted capture rate</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total waste stream recovered</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purity (office paper)</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Materials were placed in the correct compartment. With these results, we decided to move this concept indoors.

Five buildings became test sites for the SMART system. In these buildings, instructions were given to custodians and building occupants. At least one representative from each work area attended the instructional sessions, where the concept was explained and participants were educated on the materials that were acceptable and unacceptable in each recycling category.

One-week waste sorts were conducted in each building before the program was implemented and again four to six weeks after implementation. Waste was analyzed for office paper, newspaper, bottles/cans and trash. A capture rate for each recyclable material was determined by comparing the amount of that material recovered to the total amount of that material in the waste stream.

The results

Table 1 shows the recovery of each type of material recovered before and after implementation of the SMART system for the Humphrey Center. Recovery levels increased dramatically for each material, with total waste diversion increasing from 36 percent of total waste generated before and 61 percent after SMART. In addition, contamination levels decreased before and after implementation of the SMART program.

Table 2 shows the percentage recovery for the five buildings in the pilot study. The building type indicates the type of activities that occur in the building (either office, classroom and/or laboratory). During the study, usage areas were analyzed separately to determine if the type of activity influenced the degree of recycling. No significant differences were found between classroom environments (more public) versus office environments.

All buildings except Food Science had been providing recycling service since 1986. Recycling containers in the old system were located in a number of sites on each floor. Office paper recovery rates hovered around 70 percent.

However, in the Food Science building (where recycling was initiated in 1989-1990) there were only a small number of containers and a low recovery rate (24 percent). This building provided an opportunity to look at how the number of containers available versus the SMART system increased recycling recovery rates.

During Food Science implementation, participants were told that the new recycling containers would be put in place to help assess appropriate locations and other problems. Custodians continued desk-side trash service for four weeks.
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**CAN HANDLERS**

**CRUSHERS • BLOWERS • SEPARATORS**

Quality built by "Bell"

Ideal for any size recycling operation.

Can Crusher Model CM-95P

Designed for long term efficient operation and maintenance. Discharges cans into a standard container or the Model CS-305 Can Blower. Large 3/4 cubic yard hopper with wide full opening for easy can feeding.

Can Blower Model CS-305

Blower discharge tube is adjustable for angle or height. Large 3000 lbs. per hour capacity.

Can Separator Model CSC-95

A conveyor with a magnetic head pulley used to separate steel and bimetal cans from aluminum cans.

All Bell equipment is American made, all welded steel construction with 6" casters for easy mobility.

For more information call 419 448-0791

We also manufacture:

* Economy Glass Crusher Model HMG-05P
* High Volume Glass Crusher Model HMG-40
* Self Contained Glass Crusher Model HMG-16P

C.S. BELL COMPANY

P.O. Box 291 • Tiffin, Ohio 44883
Phone 419 448-0791 • FAX 419 448-1203
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### Table 2 — Average recovery of recyclables from buildings in the pilot study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Average percent recovery</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shops</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbrook</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrill</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td></td>
<td>73</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphrey</td>
<td>Office/classroom</td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Science</td>
<td>Lab/classroom/office</td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Participants were not aware that their behavior was being monitored. During the fourth week after the recycling containers were in place, a transitional waste analysis was done.

A 69 percent average recycling rate obtained at this time was similar to other buildings in which recycling was well established under the old system. This seems to indicate that with an adequate number of containers, one can achieve high recycling rates, but the SMART system results in additional abatement.

Approximately two months after full implementation of the SMART system, all building occupants were sent a survey to evaluate their attitudes and feelings about the new system before (as they understood it when instructed) and after (as they experienced it). On the average, 61 percent of the occupants in all test buildings responded (a total of 477 people).

Respondents believe that recycling is important (99 percent), that they recycle more in the SMART program (58 percent recycle more, 41 percent the same) and that the new system is more convenient (69 percent). Overall, 86 percent of the respondents reported a positive attitude toward recycling after the SMART program was initiated.

The program costs

The 23-gallon containers used for the SMART system were chosen for their size and ease of handling by custodians. Approximately 5,000 sets or 20,000 containers will be purchased during the next year, at a cost of $250,000 to implement the system into 150 buildings throughout campus. This number of containers was estimated based on their use in the buildings studied in the pilot study.

The payback period for this expenditure is estimated to be 2.8 years, which was determined by the increase in revenues and avoided disposal fees above and beyond the current level of recycling. The significant reduction in custodial labor to manage the system (estimated to be 0.5 to 1.0 hours per custodian per day) was not included in the payback period. This available time will be used to provide other services that had been curtailed in recent years.

### Announcing Ahead Sheet Metal’s New POINT-OF-USE RECYCLING BIN

Our new lock-top, 100 gallon, 28”x28”x46” point-of-use multi-container is cost effective, saves labor and turns trash to cash.

- Attractive unit available with 2 to 4 rectangular internal separator containers and appropriate labels.
- Sixteen gauge galvanized, welded, electrostatically coated standard blue or color of your choice.
- Rugged special design plastic interior separator bins easily maintained and sanitary.
- For indoor/outdoor service by schools, institutions, businesses, industry, commercial services.
- Safe, vandal-resistant, upbeat and motivating.
- Lock-top, sturdy handles.
- Volume discounts — Your promotional logo extra.

Call today to order. Contact:
**AHEAD SHEET METAL, INC.**
801 Flatbush Rd., Kingston, NY 12401
1-800-748-6243 Pacific Time Zone
FAX: (914) 336-6651
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The problems

Like all projects that require changes in personal and institutional habits, the SMART system encountered opposition. There was some opposition from faculty members who objected to the elimination of custodial desk-side trash service. They felt that this was an erosion of services that they have already paid for through overhead costs imposed on research grants.

Although this opposition came from only a small, albeit vocal, minority, there was sufficient validity to their concern that it prompted the institution to reevaluate its policy on how departments are charged for the services they receive. In addition, others objected simply because they felt managing wastes is a custodial, not a faculty, job.
Certain limitations were encountered that restricted the implementation of the SMART system in some environments. Laboratories were a particularly difficult place to initiate recycling, because there are common work stations used by many people and the waste generated there is not "owned" by any one person.

In this type of environment, it is not possible or practical to put the trash and recycling containers directly at the work station because of space limitations. In common work areas, custodians will continue to service trash containers, and individuals will have to take recyclables to the nearest location as they did under the old system.

In addition, restrictions of food and beverages in specific laboratories (e.g., radioisotope labs) eliminate the need for centralized trash and bottles/cans containers within those labs. Single-occupancy offices connected to these labs cannot dispose of food-related wastes into these centralized containers. Paper recycling containers are permitted in these labs, but containers for food-related wastes must be located elsewhere. Because the recycling and trash options are not the same location (unequal), the recoveries are not as high as in other environments (see Food Science, Table 2).

Physical limitations also restrict placement of containers. In buildings where single-occupancy offices are located on main corridors, fire safety issues restrict placement of containers in hallways. This inconvenience participates, since this limits placement of containers to a few common areas such as conference rooms. The requirements of both recycling and fire safety will need to be addressed as the system expands. These and other physical limitations can be overcome as new buildings are designed to incorporate this system.

The pilot studies also highlighted problems experienced by individuals. For example, some individuals complained that they did not like sorting the waste from their trash can. This indicated that greater emphasis was needed during instructional sessions on source separation techniques.

The conclusion
By involving individual waste generators actively in managing their wastes, high recycling capture rates can be achieved. To reach the highest level of recycling, individual behavior must change. The SMART system does not mandate behavior change; rather, it facilitates it. The design of the SMART system makes the very act of disposal an opportunity to recycle.

Individual management of waste not only increases recycling capture rates but has the potential to encourage source reduction. Comments made by individuals responding to the survey indicated that they were more aware of the amount of waste they handled because of the SMART system and that they became keenly interested in ways to reduce it.

The author wishes to acknowledge the following individuals who assisted in this project: James Anderson, Joan Butler, Chaus Lo, Margaret Nelson, Kristi Olson, Dave Sanocki and Aaron Weinsheimer.
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**Prodeeva for Profitable Operations**

<Pioneers in Size Reduction Equipment>

If you have a problem in size reduction processing, Prodeeva can cut it down to size! Our 32-year experience in this highly specialized field has made us a pioneering leader (world-wide) in a variety of applications.

**Full & Complete Line**

Prodeeva offers 11 machines for processing bottles, cans (aluminum or steel), plastic, glass and fluorescent tubes. All are soundly engineered for rugged use and profitable operation. All are state-of-the-art in design; for ease in operation and maintenance to ensure a long trouble-free service. All major components made in America and carry a 1-year written warranty.

**Contact Us for Further Information**

If you have any questions about our equipment, their capacities, installation or suitability for your needs, just call or write Steve Bunke, National Sales Manager. (Detailed literature with complete specifications available).

Model 150
Can/Glass Crusher

Reduces size volume 80%
Processes up to 10,000 12 oz. cans hourly; up to 25 gallon size cans per minute
Crushes over 2 tons glass hourly
Field-proven compact design
High volume output; yet economically priced

Ideal for any small or medium size operation (public or private).

Prodeeva, Inc.

100 Jerry Drive, Jackson Center, OH 45334
Phone: 1-800-999-3271  FAX 513-596-5145
513-596-6713
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